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Three-Dimensional Flexible Thermal Sensor for
Intravascular Flow Monitoring
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Abstract— A novel design and assembly technology is devel-
oped for a three-dimensional (3-D) flexible thermal flow sensor
based on convective heat transfer to reduce detection error
caused by position variation of a sensor inside the flow of
narrow and curved geometries, such as coronary artery. The 3-D
sensor has three independent sensing elements equally distributed
around the catheter tube. This arrangement introduces three
independent information channels, and cross-comparisons are
used to provide accurate flow measurement. The resistance of the
sensing elements is measured at ∼1–1.2 k� with the temperature
coefficient of resistance at 0.086%/◦C. Using a constant-current
circuit, the three sensing elements are heated to ∼10 ◦C above
ambient temperature. Flow testing is implemented in a pipe
channel at two positions: on the wall and along the center line.
Experimental results from these two positions are discussed and
computational fluid dynamic simulation based on Newtonian fluid
properties is implemented, showing comparable results within an
acceptable range of experimental to simulation errors. Therefore,
we demonstrate the capability of 3-D thermal flow sensor for
detecting the position of the catheter in the flow channel, thereby
providing an accurate flow measurement.

Index Terms— Micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS)
thermal sensors, polymer, 3-D packaging, shear stress.

I. INTRODUCTION

ATHEROSCLEROSIS, a disease that primarily affects the
outer edges of blood vessel bifurcations, is the leading

cause of death in the industrialized world. Blood flows differ-
ently at bifurcations, where the vessel splits from one channel
into two channels, compared to the more straight regions of
an artery [1]. Along the medial wall (inner wall associated
with the bifurcation), wall shear stress (the tangential frictional
force along the arterial wall) is high. Along the lateral wall
(outer wall associated with the bifurcation), the flow is slow
and oscillatory along the lateral wall. This flow pattern results
in a significantly lower amount of wall shear stress [2]. This
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zone of low shear stress along the lateral arterial wall can
allow for the accumulation of plaque, forming atherosclerotic
lesions which can rupture and induce clotting of the vessel
at the point of rupture or farther downstream. The build-up
of these plaques cause tell-tale changes in the local flow field
low shear stress upstream of the lesion, high shear stress at
the throat of the lesion, and oscillatory flow downstream [3]
where more plaque can accumulate. Therefore, development of
atherosclerosis can be identified and studied by measurement
of the flow properties, especially wall shear stress field.

Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) sensors have
been developed to measure wall shear stress. One of the
most common methods involves hot film thermal anemometry
[4]–[6]. To relate heat transfer to flow properties in the com-
plicated arterial geometry, one-dimensional (1-D) polymer-
based thermal flow sensors were previously introduced into
the arterial system with in-vivo experiments on New Zealand
Rabbits. The flow sensors’ primary advantages were structural
flexibility, biocompatibility and small size [7]. However, this
1-D sensor suffered from limited data collection ability and
large experimental errors. Since the blood velocity varies with
the radial position, the sensor output was affected by variations
in catheter position and sensors orientation inside the artery.
One possible solution is to rotate the 1-D sensor to ensure that
the sensing element is facing the blood flow rather than the
wall or make the sensor steerable [7]–[10]. However, it is very
difficult to monitor and manipulate the sensor intravascularly.

Another recent work was implementing thermal flow sensor
in medical guide wires of 360 μm in diameter [17], [18]. Due
to its smaller size, the sensor potentially allows for an easier,
more accurate and reliable CAD diagnosis [19]. However, with
the decreasing of the invasive instrument size, the fabrication
and packaging becomes more and more challenging, com-
plicated and costly. Only 1-D pressure and/or flow sensing
functionalities were successfully integrated in this type of
small guide wires. It was not optimized for flow measurement
since it had the same issues with 1-D catheter based sensor.

The 3-D thermal flow sensor reported here improves upon
previous work by having three independent sensing elements
symmetrically distributed around the wall of catheter tube,
which forms a plane perpendicular to the flow direction. With
this novel structure, at least one sensing element is ensured
to face the flow field away from the artery wall which will
provide a more accurate reading, no matter how the sensor is
positioned. Meanwhile, by comparing the different readings of
all elements, the position of the sensor within the flow channel
can be inferred. By being able to detect the position of the
catheter within the flow channel, the 3-D thermal flow sensor
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Fig. 1. (a) Unwired sensing device. (b) Sensing device assembled with
external wires.

can realize more accurate assessment of intravascular heat
transfer and flow properties with the help of computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation.

II. SENSOR DESIGN AND ASSEMBLY

A. Sensor Design

As discussed in introduction, the 3-D thermal flow sensor
is designed with three sensing elements separated by 120◦
spacing around the catheter tube. Although more sensing
elements could be integrated, it would require larger catheter
size and increase cost, since more bond pads for external
connection will be employed.

The 3-D thermal flow sensor was similarly to a small
cylinder (1.2 mm in diameter) consisted of sensing device and
external wires (Fig. 1). In order to make this type of structure,
novel fabrication of sensing device and packaging method
were developed. The unwired sensing device was designed
as a “fan” shape with a silicon substrate cube in the center
with thickness of 500 μm and three “blades” of Parylene-C
encapsulated sensing elements (Fig. 1(a)). The sensing element
and bond pads were sandwiched by Parylene-C layers which
provide electrical insulation and mechanical support. Each
Parylene-C blade was 5 mm in length, 580 μm in width, and
approximately 21 μm in thickness.

Fig. 2. Fabrication of the sensor: (a) deposition of Parylene-C and silicon
dioxide; (b) deposition and patterning of sensing elements and interconnec-
tions; (c) deposition of another layer of Parylene-C; (d) pattering Parylene-C;
and (e) backside DRIE etching and sensor releasing.

B. Fabrication

The sensing element was fabricated using surface micro-
machining with biocompatible materials including Titanium
(Ti) and Platinum (Pt). The fabrication process of sensing
device is as follows: 1) start with a bare silicon wafer,
deposit a thin (10 μm) Parylene-C layer (with A-174 adhesion
promoter) on silicon wafer; 2) deposit and pattern a 0.1 μm
silicon dioxide to form an etching stop to prevent Reactive-
Ion Etching (RIE) through Parylene-C in a later step (20 nm
Chromium (Cr) was used to enhance the adhesion between
silicon dioxide and Parylene-C); 3) deposit Ti/Pt layers with
thickness of 0.12 μm/0.02 μm and lift-off these layers to form
a 10 μm wide metal strips as the resistive sensing element,
and after that, deposit and pattern Cr/Au 0.02 μm /0.6 μm
for interconnection between sensing element and bond pads;
4) deposit and pattern second 10 μm Parylene-C layer to
provide structural support and electrical insulation. Because
the etch rate between Parylene-C and photoresist is similar,
more than 20 μm thick photoresist is needed accordingly; 5)
perform backside photolithography of silicon wafer, then hard
bake for 30 minutes; 6) use Deep Reactive-Ion Etching (DRIE)
to etch silicon from backside to release the sensor structure
leading to the final sensing device, shown in Fig. 2.

C. Packaging

After the sensing device was released, four electrical coaxial
wires (Precision Interconnect, Portland, OR) were inserted
through backside holes to the topside Cr/Au bond pads (three
for the sensing elements and one for common ground). Silver
epoxy (H20E, Epoxy Technology, Inc.) was then used to
connect the external wires and bond pads under microscope.
The silver epoxy was fully cured at 60 ◦C over 6 hours.
A small wire sheath was used to wrap these small external
wires and provide support to Parylene-C wings. After being
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Fig. 3. Schematic of constant-current mode driving circuit. R2 represents
the sensor resistor.

connected with external wires through the center cube, these
blades were bent and mounted to nonadjacent side surfaces of
silicon substrate cube and wire sheath. Finally, biocompatible
epoxy (EPO-TEK 301: Epoxy Technology, Billerica, MA,
USA) was applied to cover bonds on the silicon substrate cube
and provide electrical insulation (Fig. 1(b)).

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Sensor Calibration

The temperature coefficient of resistance of the sensing
elements was measured on a precision temperature control
hotplate. Then, the 3-D thermal flow sensor was connected
to a constant-current (CC) circuit providing 1.05 mA current
through each sensing element, Fig. 3) and each sensing ele-
ment was heated up about 10 ◦C above ambient temperature
(23.4 ◦C).

For this thermal flow sensor, the output signal is the voltage
change across the sensing element. In order to measure flow
properties, specifically shear stress, a relation between shear
stress and output voltage needs to be developed through
calibration. Based on the heat transfer principle, the output
voltage of the thermal flow sensors was sensitive to the
fluctuation in ambient temperature. The temperature overheat
ratio (αT ) is defined as temperature variations of the sensor
over the ambient temperature (T0) [15], [16]:

αT = (T − T0)

T0
(1)

where T denotes the temperature of the sensor. The rela-
tion between resistance and temperature overheat ratios is
expressed as

αR = (R − R0)

R0
= αT T0α = α(T − T0) (2)

where α is the TCR. For shear stress measurements, typically a
high overheat ratio (∼2.8 %) is used by passing higher current
and by generating a “hot” sensing element to stabilize the
sensor.

A 2-D PDMS channel with a small trench was built
(Fig. 4(a)) to calibrate the 3-D thermal flow sensor. The
small trench allows the 3-D sensor to be rotated inside the

Fig. 4. (a) Schematic diagram of 2-D PDMS channel for sensor calibration.
The sensor body was inserted into the trench underneath the channel at a
sufficient entrance length to allow for fully developed laminar flow before
reaching the sensor. (b) The relation between flow rate and wall shear stress
was obtained.

channel, allowing all three sensing elements to be individu-
ally calibrated. A syringe pumps system (Harvard Apparatus
PHD2000) was used to provide water flows at several flow
rates (range from 10 mL/min to 100 mL/min). We can directly
obtain the relationship between the output voltage change and
flow rate through this calibration system. For a Newtonian fluid
at steady state, the theoretical shear stress value in relation to
the flow rate in the 2-D flow channel was established using
the formula based on the analysis of Truskey et al [14]:

τxy
∣
∣y=H/2,x=0 =

μQ

6 −
∞∑

n=0

48

(2n+1)2π2 cosh
(

(2n+1)πW
2H

)

W H 2 −
∞∑

n=0

96H3

(2n+1)5π5 cosh
(

(2n+1)πW
2H

) exp
(

(2n+1)πW
2H

)

y ∈ (−H/2, H/2), x ∈ (−W/2, W/2) (3)

where τ is the wall shear stress, μ is the blood viscosity, and
H and W are the height and the width of the flow channel,
respectively (H/W = 0.222).
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Fig. 5. The sensor was inserted into the channel and fixed in two positions:
(a) sensor was placed in the center of the channel and (b) sensor was attached
to the wall of the channel.

The formula was implemented in Matlab to calculate wall
shear stress under different flow rates in the calibration
channel.

B. Flow Test

The thermal flow sensor has three independent sensing
elements symmetrically distributed on its wall (Fig. 1). These
sensing elements form a plane perpendicular to the flow
direction, thus, the sensor can detect its location in the flow
channel by the difference among all element readings.

In order to prove this concept, the 3-D thermal flow sensor
was tested in a pipe channel (5 mm in diameter) with different
flow rates controlled by a pump system. The diameter ratio
(pipe diameter/sensor diameter) of 4.5 would minimize the
pressure and shear stress disturbance caused by insertion of the
sensor [10]. Meanwhile, the Intravascular Shear Stress (ISS)
elevation factor (ratio of actual shear stress on the sensor/wall
shear stress in the absence of catheter) will increase as the
diameter ratio of pipe diameter/sensor increases. Based on this
consideration, a value near 4.5 (about 4.2) was chosen for our

Flow direction 

Fig. 6. CFD simulations of different positions. (a) The sensor is in the center
line of the pipe. (b) The sensor is on the wall of the pipe. (c) The distribution
of sensing elements.

flow test to reduce the insertion effect of the sensor. The ISS
elevation factor through our simulation is 2.53 which agrees
the value 3 in the reference [10]. The length of pipe channel is
set to be more than 10 times of diameter to provide sufficient
entrance length for the flow to fully develop. The three sensing
elements were labeled as element 1, element 2 and element 3.

Next, the sensor was inserted into the channel and fixed
in two positions: (a) sensor was attached to the wall of the
channel; (b) sensor was placed at the center of the channel.
For position (a), element 3 was placed against the wall of
channel (although there was a very small separation between
element 3 and the wall, we defined this position as “attached”).
Element 1 and element 2 were facing the flow field (Fig. 5(a)).
For position (b), the sensor was placed in the center of the
channel and all three sensing elements were facing the flow
field (Fig. 5(b)).

C. CFD Simulation

Computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulation was imple-
mented for Newtonian fluid to simulate shear stress in a
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Fig. 7. Plot of sensing element (Ti/Pt) resistance versus temperature. A linear
relation was established over the temperature ranging from 25 °C to 70 °C.
The TCR was approximately 0.086 %/°C.

Fig. 8. Calibration curve for sensor output voltage change and wall shear
stress in response to water flow. Output voltage was plotted as a function of
wall shear stress in the PDMS channel.

pipe channel in order to compare with the experimental
measurements (Fig. 6). The pipe channel with catheter model
was constructed and meshed using COMSOL Multiphysics
software. The grid was generated by meshing the inlet surface
using map mesh to create structured mesh, followed by gener-
ating a volume mesh by sweeping the mesh node patterns that
specified the inlet surface as the “source” faces. For simulation
of wall shear stress, boundary layers immediately adjacent to
the wall were constructed to generate sufficient information
for characterization of the large fluid velocity gradients near
the wall. The diameter of the pipe was set at 5 mm and the
catheter was 1.2 mm. The total channel length was set at 10
times of the diameter to provide sufficient entrance length
for the flow to develop [12]. The water flow was simulated
by applying the 3-D Navier–Stokes equations. The governing
equations, including mass and momentum equations, were
solved for laminar, incompressible, and Newtonian flow. The
wall of the pipe was assumed to be rigid and impermeable.

No-slip boundary condition was implemented along the inner
walls. The flow field was initialized by propagating the con-
stant time-averaged inlet velocity profile downstream into the
computational domain. The initial pressure was set to zero in
the entire domain.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The resistance of the sensing elements was measured at
approximately 1-1.2 k� with the temperature coefficient of
resistance (TCR) at approximately 0.086 %/◦C (Fig. 7). The
relation between the resistance and temperature was linear,
suggesting that the TCR over this temperature range remained
constant.

The calibration curve between the output voltage change
and shear stress was generated, shown in Fig. 8. In lower
shear stress region (0-12 dynes/cm2), output voltage change
increased linearly as flow shear stress increased. The use of Ti
and Pt as the sensing element materials provides a maximum
sensitivity of 0.25 mV/(dynes/cm2). Then, the curve gradually
tended to saturate in higher shear stress region with the slope
becoming flatter (at higher than 15 dynes/cm2).

The reason can be found from qualitative analysis on the
sensor’s operating principle which is based on convective
cooling of a heated sensing element as fluid flows over its
surface. The heat transfer from the heated surface to the fluid
depends on the flow characteristics in the viscous region of the
boundary layer [11]. The equation governing this principle is
given by:

Qconvection = h A�T (4)

where Qconvect ion is the heat transferred to the flow per unit
time through convection, h is the convective heat transfer
coefficient, A is the surface area of the sensing element, and
�T is the temperature difference between the sensing element
and the ambient environment.

Also, under ohmic heating, the input power is related to
the driving current and the sensor resistance. Since part of
the input power is transferred to the flow while the rest is
lost conductively through the substrate, the power balance is
expressed as

I 2 R = Qconduction + Qconvection (5)

Qconduction = k A � T (6)

where k is the thermal conductivity, I is the driving current
and R is resistance of sensing element.

From equation (2), (4), (5) and (6):

� T = I 2 Ro

(k + h)A − αRo I 2 (7)

where I , k, and A remains constant as flow shear stress
increases (velocity increases), h is proportional to the square
root of the flow velocity, v. Overall, �T is approximately
proportional to v−1/2 due to the cooling effect of the flow at
higher flow velocity. This phenomenon leads to a reduction
of slew rate seen in output voltage change and shear stress
curve, since the output voltage change is proportional to the
temperature variation of the resistive sensor.
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Fig. 9. Experimental results: (a) when 3-D sensor was attached to the wall of flow channel, output voltage for sensing element against the wall changed
less than 0.6 mV. The other two sensing elements had maximum 3.3–3.5 mV output voltage change. (b) when 3-D sensor was placed along the center line of
the flow channel, output voltage change for all three sensing elements was similar with maximum changes from 3.6 mV to 4 mV. The output voltage change
was converted to shear stress with comparison to CFD simulation results, shown in (c) and (d).

On the other hand, similar slew rate reduction of the cali-
bration curve at high flow rate with respect to the relationship
between output voltage and wall shear stress was also indicated
in reference [8]–[9] for constant-temperature (CT) circuit.

τ 1/3
w ∝ V 2

o

R
(8)

where τw is the wall shear stress, Vo is the changes in voltage
to the thermal sensors as flow past the resistively heated
sensor. As previously investigated in reference [6], for both
CC and CT circuits, linear relationship between (V 2

o )/R and
τ

1/3
w was observed. According to these references, Vo is pro-

portional to τ
1/6
w which agrees with the trend of our calibration

curve.
The relationship between the output voltage change and the

flow rate were explored, shown in Fig. 9 (a) and (b). When
the sensor was placed against the wall of the pipe, the output
voltage of element 3 (facing the wall of pipe channel) changed
less than 0.6 mV as the flow rate was increased. Meanwhile,
the other two sensing elements which were facing the flow

field had a maximum output change of 3.3–3.5 mV. On the
other hand, when sensor was positioned approximately along
the center line of the pipe, all three sensing elements were
facing the flow field, far away from the pipe’s inner wall.
The output voltage changes for all elements were similar with
maximum changes from 3.6 mV to 4 mV.

Next, data conversion from the output voltage change to
shear stress was realized by using the calibration curve. The
experimental results were compared with CFD simulation
results, shown in Fig. 9 (c) and (d). With the insertion of
the sensor, the wall shear stress will be different from that
without the sensor. In previous work [10], the position of
catheter and orientation of the sensors have been investigated.
Varying the sensor placement from center position to the vessel
wall, the shear stress on the sensor wall changed about less
than 20%. Our experiment and simulation were implemented
in two positions: in the center line and on the wall. Both
positions showed the relatively similar response which agreed
with the reference. However, the shear stress we obtained from
simulation and experiment are sensor-induced stress which is
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TABLE I

COMPARISON OF SIMULATION RESULTS BEFORE AND

AFTER SENSOR INSERTION

Flow Rate (mL/min)
Wall Shear Stress (No

Sensor Insertion)
(Dynes/cm2)

Wall Shear Stress (Sensor
in the Center Line)

(Dynes/cm2)

50 0.71 1.81

100 1.47 3.71

240 3.58 9.04

400 5.96 15.06

600 8.95 22.55

different from wall shear stress in the absence of sensor [9].
In order to compensate this variation, simulation results of the
flow field before and after the introduction of the sensor in the
pipe was calculated at different flow rates, shown in Table 1.
A constant ratio of before/after the introduction of the sensor
was approximately 2.53 from 50 mL/min to 600 mL/min.

In addition, when comparing all element readings, we can
easily notice the difference between elements placed facing
the flow field and elements placed against the wall. From the
Fig. 9, the element with the largest output signal reading has
a relatively accurate result, fitting the CFD simulation better
than others especially in the lower shear stress region. All
sensing elements show an increasing variation in higher shear
stress region due to the cooling effect of the increasing flow
velocity. This effect of the decrease in temperature of the
resistive element at higher flow velocities can be overcome
by incorporating a constant-temperature circuit in lieu of a
constant-current circuit.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we developed a novel design and assembly
technology for a three-dimensional (3-D) thermal flow sensor
to reduce detection error caused by the variation in sensor
position within the flow. This sensor is ideally suited to mon-
itor flow properties in narrow and curved geometries, such as
a coronary artery, owing to its flexibility, biocompatibility and
small size. The unique “fan-shape” sensor design simplifies
fabrication and packaging process and ensures the precision
of integrating three sensing elements with the catheter. The
final product of the 3-D sensor has three independent sensing
elements equally distributed around the wall of catheter with
120◦ spacing. This structure introduces three independent
information channels, and cross-comparisons among all read-
ings were utilized to eliminate experimental error and provide
better measurement results. The resistance of the sensing
elements was measured and the calibration of the sensor
was realized in a special designed 2-D PDMS channel and
connected with a constant-current circuit. Flow testing was
implemented in a pipe at two positions: on the wall or along
the center line. When the sensor was in contact with pipe
wall, the output voltage of the sensing element facing the
pipe wall changed much less than other two sensing elements
which were facing the flow field had. Placing the sensors
at the center line of the pipe resulted in an almost equal

output voltage change for all sensing elements. Computational
fluid dynamic (CFD) simulation based on Newtonian fluid
properties showed comparable results within an acceptable
range of experimental to simulation errors. Therefore, we
demonstrated the capability of 3-D thermal flow sensor for
detecting the location of the catheter within the channel, by
comparing all sensing element readings. And by taking the
largest reading, the sensor provides a relative accurate flow
measurement in lower flow rate region. In the higher flow
rate region (higher flow velocity), the sensitivity was gradually
decreased due to the cooling effect of the flow. One possible
solution is to replace the constant current readout circuit with
a constant temperature circuit which has a negative feedback
loop to compensate for the cooling effect at higher flow
velocities and maintain the temperature difference of sensing
element over ambient temperature.
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